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Calderwood
John Dilnot and Dave Kirby describe their layout which was inspired by a photograph of
Hipperholme station, with photographs by Dave Carter and Don Westerman…
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e have been working on our
00 gauge L&YR layout called
Calderwood for the past eight years. The
layout has four scenic boards each four
feet long, with a five feet long rotating
fiddle yard at each end, giving it an overall

length of twenty six feet. The baseboards
are of timber construction, and each
attaches to the next one by the use of
quick release toggle clamps, which makes
for ease of erection and dismantling at
exhibitions. Each board matches up to its

counterpart with pattern makers dowels.
The supporting legs are incorporated
into the baseboard frame and fold down
for use and have their own adjusting
screw pads for alignment and levelling.
The whole layout fits into a purpose built

trailer, which is made to resemble a goods
wagon complete with the L&YR illiterate
symbols. It gets one or two puzzling looks
when out on the road.
Members may recall that in LYRS
Magazine 240, a set of photographs
taken during 2009 by Dave Carter were
published, which depicted progress to
mid-2009. [More of Dave’s photographs
taken then are used in this article. Ed.]
We have moved on since then, and at the
recent LYRS Mini-Symposium at Brighouse
we brought along the first section as a
static display for members’ viewing.

tank house. Trespass notices are
positioned at each end of the platform.
Access to the station platform is through
the booking hall and over the footbridge,
just as at Hipperholme. Calderwood
station signal cabin is recessed into the
retaining wall and controls the signalling
for all the station area.

Goods facilities
Moving further along the layout, we have
a three-road goods yard served from a

headshunt. The first siding is provided
with an end/side loading dock, cattle
pen and high level tipping dock which
has a rail along the top coping stones to
prevent carts backing over into the goods
wagons. The tipping dock at Cleckheaton
is just about still in existence, and was
used for measurement. The next siding
serves the goods warehouse, which is
an enlarged version of the one on the
down loop line at Cleckheaton. The third
siding is the coal merchant’s road. The

Station buildings

Above: The photograph of Hipperholme station which was the inspiration for Calderwood. LYRS Collection
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Calderwood is set in the West Riding
of Yorkshire circa 1910 and is our
interpretation of a wayside station on a
main line, inspiration being taken from the
photograph of Hipperholme. We decided
to produce an island platform version of
a station of about the same size whilst
trying to maintain the atmosphere of
the location, i.e. heavy engineering with
retaining walls, tunnels and bridges. The
booking hall is from Hipperholme, but
the other platform buildings are similar
to Low Moor. Station furniture includes
seating, plenty of poster display boards,
a fire hose cabinet, fire buckets, goods
hoist, running in boards and a pair of
platform mounted water columns. At the
tunnel mouth are the tunnel maintenance
gang’s hut and a brick mounted water
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Upper: Looking along the station from above the tunnel mouth. Note the
three-arm shunting signal adjacent to the signal box.
Lower: The covered passenger footbridge at Hipperholme station.
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sidings include a feature common to the
L&YR, which although featuring in most
photographs is seldom modelled. This is
a double row of sleepers laid in the same
direction as the rail, between the outside
rail edge and the cobbled surface of the
cart road.
The next section of the layout features
up and down goods loops in addition
to the main lines. A refuge siding is
also included, running adjacent to the
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passenger station, giving ample siding
space for goods trains to be recessed
from the busy main line.
Covering the length of the last two
sections of layout is an area of private
sidings at a slightly higher level, which
represents a chemical works, and includes
an engine shed for the chemical company’s
locomotive, a Neilson 0-4-0. Other
features of this complex are warehouses,
loading accommodation, wooden cooling

towers and most of the siding area faced
in brickwork. This was a particularly
time-consuming operation, as with all
our brickwork modelling each brick is
individually positioned. The chemical
works is accessed from the goods loop via
an incline, which is controlled by a ground
frame named Chemicals Siding. Ellison’s
Sidings at Cleckheaton, which later
became Yorkshire Tar Distillers, provided
the inspiration for this particular area.
Finally we arrive at the end of the
scenic section, with the loop lines
rejoining the main lines at Goods Loop
Signal Cabin, which is a signal box of
wooden construction, and like all our
other buildings is scratch built. The
main lines then enter a pair of single line
tunnels to the fiddle yard.
We intend to complete all the detail
work before it will, hopefully, be
exhibited to the public. The detail work
is also very time consuming but will be
worth the effort in the end. We are now
completing the signal wire and point
rodding runs, another feature that is not
always included on people’s layouts, but
very necessary if a fair representation is
to be produced.

Top: Goods facilities at Calderwood, showing the end loading dock, cattle pen and
high level tipping dock. The goods warehouse is out of view to the left.
Middle: Close up of Calderwood Station signal box.
Right: One of the parachute type water columns.
Below: Looking from under the passenger footbridge towards the tunnel mouths.

The technical bits

Upper: The platform buildings which are based on those at Low Moor station.
Lower: The passenger steps and luggage lift down to the island platform.
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The trackwork is C&L with pointwork
built to their templates, manually
operated using wire and tube. Ballast
is genuine ash ballast dug up from the
remains of Liversedge goods loops, sieved
several times, dried of all moisture and
PVA glued into position. Again this was
hard work, but the effect is there for all
to see. Signalling is operated by memory
wire. We experimented with this system
for quite some time before successful
operation was achieved. That fact alone is
worth of a separate article in the future.
This is our third layout for exhibition;
our first, Millbridge Central, now resides
in Buffalo New York State USA; the
second one, Millbridge Sorting Sidings,
resides in Warrington. On that note we
conclude by hoping members will enjoy
our latest effort.
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